Fateh Garh

We are pleased to recommend one more hotel in Udaipur for your clients to
stay at and are pleased to share the details with you as follows:
The Resort
Fateh Garh belongs to the Heritage Renaissance School of building - a term used to
describe the laborious transplanting of the stone by stone, pillar by pillar of a
heritage structure from a place not very far away to a new context - fresh and
exciting. The Kelwa family, hosts residing within the resort, offer a charming and
warm hospitality.

Location
Fateh Garh, a Heritage Renaissance Resort, perched on the edge of Udaipur city in
the Aravalli ranges, with 360° commanding views, welcomes guests with style &
traditional fanfare.
Accomodation
Accommodation at Fateh Garh is in airy, oversized, comfortable rooms with great
views of the surroundings hills and the city of Udaipur. Fateh Garh has 38
Renaissance rooms, 7 heritage Suites with 500 Sq Ft. of Space and 3 Fateh Garh
Suites with private pool, Balcony and open terrace.

Cuisine
At Fateh Garh the chef emphasizes on indigenous cuisine and beverages which are
developed in consultation with each new guest and are served where and when
guests choose. Dining options include the Baradari with 270° views, pool side
terrace, Prasadam restaurant and other intimate dining spaces for couples and small
groups at different venues of the Garh.
Leisure Activities
Clients have the option of going in for Spa Treatment, local Mewari food
demonstration or go around the village in Jeep or camel carts.
Who Should Stay?
¾
¾
¾

Clients looking for peaceful environment away from the hustle of the city.
Clients who enjoy beautiful scenic views.
Best suited for upper bracket clients

Who should not stay?
¾

Clients who prefer to be in the city Centre as this property is on the
outskirts of Udaipur.

Tariffs : Special rate offers for Renaissance room starts from US $ 237 single and
US$ 237 double on Bed and Breakfast basis.
The above prices are valid from 01.10.2009 to 30.09.2010.
Please contact your respective team leaders at Travel Inn for booking or for and any
further details you may require. You may also contact our product team at
product@travelinn.in and our business development team at vijay@travelinn.in and
praveen@travelinn.in.
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